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BACKGROUND
This award, formerly called the C.P. Johnson Humanitarian Award, was
presented to students in the Northshore School District for 20 years by
the school board, with the final presentation in spring 2008. The award
was named after C.P. because he brought to the Northshore community
a new awareness of the values of ethnic diversity and an understanding
of the contributions of all people.
With the ongoing work the District is doing around equity & diversity
and Positive Behavior Intervention Supports (PBIS), the District, along
with the Johnson/Braxton family, chose to renew the award in the
2018-19 school year to promote student positive development and
character. With the relaunch of the program, the award was renamed
to include C.P.’s wife Dorothy, in recognition of the contributions
both humanitarians made within their personal and professional
communities.

SELECTION CRITERIA
Students who promote the value and celebration
of their peers’ strengths, abilities, and identities.
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Students who demonstrate the ability to promote
and foster collaboration toward a common goal,
fairness, freedom of expression, and effective
communication within a group.

Students who support the needs of and encourage
equitable opportunities and resources for their
peers.

C.P. & DOROTHY JOHNSON

Clifford Paul (C.P.) Johnson was born in March 1909 and was raised on
a farm in a French colony near New Orleans. He attended Morehouse
College in Atlanta, Georgia, and taught at several locations in the South
and Southwest. During the war, he served as a U.S.O. Director for the
Government. Over time, C.P. obtained a master’s degree in School
Administration from the University of Washington in 1951.
Dorothy Louise Harris Johnson was born May 1919 in Dallas, Texas.
At the age of 16, Dorothy was admitted to Wiley College in Texas and
earned her bachelor’s degree in Education. She went on to receive a
master’s degree in Special Education at the University of Washington.
C.P. and Dorothy married during the war and made their first home
in Austin, Texas. They lived and taught in Austin for 14 years. The
Johnsons relocated to Seattle where C.P. and Dorothy accepted
teaching positions in the Shoreline School District.
The couple moved to Bothell in 1961 and held their positions in
Shoreline until 1969, when C.P. became Northshore School District’s
first Coordinator of Minority Studies. He brought to the Northshore
community a new awareness of the values of ethnic diversity speaking
often of the responsibilities schools and communities have to
understand the contributions of all people. Dorothy too had a way of
showing those she met, their worth, skills and untapped abilities.

PROGRAM
Opening Remarks........................................Lisa Youngblood Hall
Board Acknowledgement............................President Bob Swain
About C.P. & Dorothy Johnson............Johnson/Braxton Family
Superintendent Remarks..............................Michelle Reid, Ed.D.
Presentation of Medals............................................School Board		
		
Closing Remarks.........................................Lisa Youngblood Hall

2020 RECIPIENTS
Sorenson Early Childhood Center
JJ Meza Carrillo, student of Maria Carrillo Gomez and Leonardo Meza Santos

JJ has been a wonderful friend to his classmates. He is considerate of other’s needs
and shares materials, is concerned when other students are sad, invites other students
in to play and is just a super sweet kiddo. He also has worked really hard since being in
the hospital to be able to walk again (and mom says he can do short distances
between furniture unsupported now). School is really exhausting for him, but he
always has a smile and is willing to try.

Henry Peterson, student of Jane Pearl and Chris Peterson

Henry is a joy to our school at Sorenson. During school his friends seek him out to play
games at the table, play ball at recess or pretend together in our dramatic play area.
Henry leads by example at our group learning times. Henry inspires all of us teachers
with his perseverance, love of learning and joy of life. He inspires all his classmates
with his sense of humor and has a natural talent for making those around him feel
good.

Arrowhead Elementary School
Gabriel Clayton, student of Jessica and Christopher Clayton

Gabriel is upbeat and positive all the time. When working with others he gives his
full attention to the conversation and interaction in a thoughtful, kind and respectful
manner. He has been an enthusiastic participant in the Global Reading Challenge, as
well as a supportive cheerleader for his teammates. He is quick to include and support
everyone. Every community Gabe is part of is stronger. He brings people together,
recognizes and celebrates the strengths and contributions of others, and values the
unique qualities of his peers.

Alex Domke, student of Karen and Troy Domke

Alex has exhibited kind, safe and responsible leadership since she was a
kindergartener. She quietly supports and includes everyone. She contributes and
participates without dominating conversations. She stands up for others. Alex is a
great teacher because she listens and helps others. She cares about her school, her
classmates and her teachers. Alex is unselfish and empathic, and wants the best
for everyone. She looks for ways to contribute to the success of a group and shows
courage and compassion.

Bear Creek Elementary School

Sanika Kabbur, student of Rekha and Vijaykumar Kabbur

Sanika makes our school community a better place. She simultaneously listens
intently to the world around her while offering her own creative ideas and positivity.
She is a leader in her work with younger students, the school newspaper, safety patrol
and in 5th grade leadership. She is always positive, kind, polite and eager to help her
peers, her teachers and staff at Bear Creek. She always goes the extra mile to do the
right thing and do her best.

Siyona Sharma, student of Divya and Amit Sharma

Siyona is a 5th grade leader. She started a kindness campaign, working to get others
involved in spreading kindness in different ways throughout the whole school. She
joined the school paper to work to find ways to incorporate justice and fairness in easy
to digest ways. She helps younger students and her peers, trying to also make the
world a better place globally and to spread knowledge to others. She has an optimistic
attitude and is passionate about being determined, successful and empathetic.

Canyon Creek Elementary School
Navkiran Kaur, student of Jaspreet Kaur and Yadevinder Singh

Throughout her elementary school years, Navkiran has demonstrated an exceptional
level of respect for all around her - staff, students and families, etc. She interacts
with others showing kindness, calmness and patience. She focuses on collaboration,
cooperation and inclusivity. She will advocate for others and make sure everyone’s
voice is heard. Perhaps most importantly, when she is confronted with a problem or
sees a need to be filled, she will work toward a solution or take action without being
asked.

Preston McDonnell, student of Erin and Tom McDonnell

Preston consistently promotes peer collaboration. He encourages students to get
involved and sees their value, allowing classmates to have a true sense of belonging.
Preston is the first to celebrate his peers’ strengths particularly when a classmate has
tried something new or challenging. A strong advocate for equitable opportunities for
all students, Preston shows a strong sense of justice. He speaks out in situations that
seem unfair even when it is uncomfortable. He supports others and puts their needs
first. Preston cheers for everyone.

Cottage Lake Elementary School
Noor Hamad, student of Ala’a Nofal and Ashraf Hamad

Noor is an enthusiastic learner and her kind, friendly and cheerful character makes
her a role model. She volunteers as a Peer Tutor in a Functional Academics & Life
Skills (FSA) classroom at Cottage Lake and works enthusiastically to support each of
the students. Noor has also been a part of Safety Patrol for the past two years and
works diligently to make sure students, teachers, and parents are safe and welcome at
Cottage Lake. Noor demonstrates the virtues of caring, gentleness and excellence.

Charlotte Lickenbrock, student of Heather and Brad Lickenbrock

Charlotte is full of integrity and accepts all students. She looks out for those who
are on the sidelines or look left out. She befriends them, advocates for them and
speaks up about injustices she observes. Charlotte was also selected to be on student
council and has been a positive addition to the group. She is thoughtful about her
inclusiveness of other students in all grades when planning student activities. She can
be counted on to enthusiastically create posters to invite students to participate in
school activities.

Crystal Springs Elementary School
Jason Matthew, student of Nirupa and Joshua Muthumani

Jason works extremely hard and is always doing his personal best on every
assignment, while also quietly helping his classmates understand tough concepts. He
is a natural teacher who will break down content to aid his peers in their understanding
and does it in a way that they never feel inferior. His classmates look up to him and
respect him for his knowledge and ability to collaborate with all students.

Angeli Suri, student of Ritu and TanMay Suri

Angeli exhibits the qualities of a humanitarian. She consistently treats everyone
around her with respect and fairness and she believes in and brings out the good in
others. She demonstrates that she values others’ strengths, abilities and uniqueness
by encouraging and believing in her classmates and peers inside and outside our
classroom - to do this as a six year old is quite remarkable. Angeli truly embodies the
definition of a humanitarian.

East Ridge Elementary School

Sydney Anthony, student of Emily and Kyle Anthony

Sydney consistently demonstrates community, acceptance and advocacy. She models
fairness and is accepting of others. She listens to her classmates and helps students
work through assignments or peer conflicts without judgement. She initiates and
volunteers for projects and encourages others to join her when she sees a need in her
community, class or school. Sydney shows kindness, leadership and thoughtfulness
consistently and deserves to be the recipient of the C.P. and Dorothy Johnson
Humanitarian Award.

Natalie Capps, student of Kristin and Samuel Capps

Natalie meets the criteria for the C.P. and Dorothy Johnson Humanitarian Award
because of her unequivocal empathetic nature, compassion for others, inclusiveness
and leadership skills. Natalie is actively involved in our community by participating in
band, choir, school plays, extra-curricular sports, Girl Scouts and as our ASB president.
Natalie is known as someone who is inclusive, congenial and acknowledges others
who do well. Natalie practices being an upstander and an equity activist.

Fernwood Elementary School
Justus Bombita, student of Holly and Samson Bombita

Justus is a leader. He is President of Student Council. He is an advocate in the
classroom. One student, who struggles to make friends, said that Justus was the only
classmate who made them feel special. Justus is a hard worker. He never requires
redirection, he begins his work without prompting, and he continuously turns in his
best work. Justus has a growth mindset. During the beginning of the year, and more
recently with the online learning, he asks clarifying questions and takes feedback to
heart.

Aditi Singh, student of Ranjana and Ashutosh Singh

Aditi is a thoughtful student that is friends with everyone. She consistently strives
to help others with their learning and is always helpful to all that want help. She
is a community leader as she is patrol captain and does her job with respect and
understanding. Aditi inspires others to uphold standards in academics, social settings
and in all the extra curricular activities in which she participates. She is genuinely a
wonderful person that always sends off positive messages to everyone with whom she
interacts.

Frank Love Elementary School
Jaxson Andresen, student of Shannon and Jobie Abram

So many great words could be used to describe Jaxson that it would take a year to
get through the first ten million. When all is said and done, Jaxson is a good person.
He is well loved by his classmates. In fact, Jaxson’s classmates seem to take as much
pride in him as he does. He thinks about others. He cares. He is kind heartened. He is
awesome. He is deserving of the C.P. and Dorothy Johnson Humanitarian Award.

Johnathan Dumas, student of Nikki and Tobias Dumas

Johnathan is a great kid. He is funny, creative, curious and has a kind and gentle heart.
This year, without prompting, he supported two kindergarteners by coaching them
to take turns, use kind language and friendship skills - all things he himself learned
over the years. It has been amazing to hear him share all that he has learned with our
youngest Frank Love Cheetahs. His classmates say he has a great attitude and is a
good friend.

Hollywood Hill Elementary School

Henry Birkholz, student of Katie Rupp and William Birkholz

Henry is accepting of all students. He leads by his words and by his examples. He
goes out of his way to make sure students feel safe and valued for who they are.
When asked to work in a group, Henry is a key facilitator making sure every voice is
heard and valued. He also encourages others to treat other students in the same way;
respectful and uplifting. Henry excels at helping all students to feel included and work
together.

Mason Waters, student of Denise and Tim Waters

From the first day of school, Mason has shown acceptance to all the students at
Hollywood Hill. He has continually included others and has acted as a positive
leader and role model. He continually helps others and advocates for fairness and
equity inside and outside the classroom. He loves and contributes to our classroom
community and the community outside our four walls. He is dependable, reliable, and
always leads with an open heart. He does not let his age determine how he changes
the world.

Kenmore Elementary School
Sarah Aguiar, student of Raquel Pereira

Sarah is a leader and is always helping other students, eager to share her new found
knowledge and makes sure that she has done everything she is asked to do. In
class meetings, she recognizes the strengths and growth of those around her. Sarah
invites others in and ensures that everyone is getting what they need. She is an
advocate when issues arise and is willing to do the work to solve the problem. Sarah’s
enthusiasm for growing as a learner is inspiring.

Kate Carmichael, student of Christy and Loren Carmichael

Kate is someone who brings the gift of flexible perspective. She has the ability to
highlight her peers’ immediate successes, compare the long-range scope of life to
her peers’ current concerns, all while willingly adapting her stance as others share
their thoughts and ideas. Kate is someone who her peers readily seek out for help
and clarity, knowing that if she can’t help them she will find someone can support
them. She approaches life with a sense of humor, which is a welcome addition to the
classroom.

Kokanee Elementary School
Makena Devine, student of Keri and Greg Devine

Makena is always willing to go above and beyond to support her peers and is
consistently finding ways to help solve problems in the classroom. She’s an active
member and leader of the Kokanee ASB and volunteers at school events. She is a
dedicated student and has a personality that brightens every classroom she sets
foot in. We are very proud of the way she values and celebrates her peers’ strengths,
abilities and identities.

Jaithra Putane, student of Jayapradha Ramesh and Ganeshbabu Narayanarao

Jaithra is always willing to help all who seek his assistance in any way he can.
Jaithra partners with anyone his teacher asks him to and all who request him. He is
compassionate and looks to support others each and every day. Jaithra is a role model
in both his social behavior and academic perseverance. He is never looking to be
recognized and is always genuinely surprised when he is. We are so proud of the way
he promotes and fosters collaboration at Kokanee.

Lockwood Elementary School
Alex Bragg, student of Rhonda and Charles Bragg

Alex shows genuine kindness and compassion to everyone he encounters. He cares
deeply about the feelings of others and responds to situations in a thoughtful manner.
Alex regularly seeks out opportunities to help his peers, teachers and younger
students. He is a humble person who consistently does the right thing.

Stephanie Trier, student of Lyn and Stephen Trier

Stephanie has a tremendous sense of community and inclusion. She is an extremely
active member of the Girl Scouts and has advocated for school clubs on campus.
Stephanie speaks up if others aren’t being treated fairly and works alongside any and
every classmate. She always finds common ground with her peers and sees the best in
everyone.

Maywood Hills Elementary School
Natalie Graves, student of Michal and Ryan Graves

Natalie is a poster child for positive growth mindset. She starts each day with an
infectious smile and an eager desire to learn, be challenged and help others. Natalie
leads/organizes group collaboration. She listens to all and helps those who have
trouble communicating. It is amazing to watch her help those who struggle feel more
comfortable with their ideas and contributions. Her acceptance to differences in ability
levels and comfort levels is beyond her age. Students open up around Natalie due to
her kindness and sweet support.

Journey Jensen, student of Kelly and Mike Jensen

Journey is kind, patient, encouraging and a ray of sunshine everywhere she goes.
Journey is a natural leader who will lend a helping hand to anyone around her,
regardless of their abilities. She is a friend to all and goes above and beyond to make
others feel welcomed and comfortable. She is one who will step up to a challenge and
give it her all no matter the subject. She is incredibly intelligent, athletic and does the
right thing even when no one is watching.

Moorlands Elementary School
Hazel Mills, student of Karen and Zane Mills

Hazel emulates a true servant leader. She accepts the uniqueness and values the
strengths of others. You can see this demonstrated when she works in groups. She’ll
help delegate responsibilities that allow each member to contribute in a way that
utilizes each peer’s strength. She exemplifies advocacy by always speaking her truth
and encouraging her classmates to do the same, even if it may ruffle feathers. She
uses her artistic strengths to help foster an environment of inclusion and pride.

Morgan Treiber, student of Rachael and Mike Treiber

Morgan is the first to greet his classmates and offer support by cheering up others
with a smile or helping carry a backpack for a friend. He exhibits acceptance in group
work as he celebrates the strengths of his classmates and is excited to work with all.
He speaks up and advocates for his peers. His inclusivity of all has created a circle of
supporters around him. He is friendly, thoughtful and hardworking. Mature and wise
beyond his years, Morgan embraces our Moorlands PRIDE traits.

Shelton View Elementary School

Fernando Alvarado Tapia, student of Hortencia Tapia Garcia and Salvador

Alvarado
Fernando excels in acceptance and community. He is friendly, kind and always willing
to help classmates. He can be counted on and trusted. He works hard, is respectful
and always has a bright smile. Fernando always asks to help out the Spanish speakers
and does so with a great attitude. He was a great peer model for a student who
struggled socially and was very accepting of that student. He is always respectful
when talking to adults and continues to be a great friend to his peers.

Malia Marker, student of Rachel and Ryan Marker

Malia always looks out for other students, especially the younger ones. At recess,
she brings out equipment for organized games and makes sure to pick it all up and
bring it back inside at the end. She says hello to people and smiles every time. She
is often seen walking her younger siblings to and from school, holding their hands
when crossing the street and putting her arm around them. She is very caring and
responsible. Malia looks out for younger students and helps them by her kindness.

Sunrise Elementary School
Jaya Menon, student of Raanan and Raman Menon

When Jaya works within a group of students and adults, she looks for a common
ground and will reach for and promote equitable communication, often soliciting ideas
and viewpoints from those that do not often speak up. She supports her friends and
family and will often jump at the opportunity to support others in need. She will help
other peers with school work and celebrates student successes. She encourages
others to reach deep inside and to find their greatest potential.

Santiago Trejo Rodriguez, student of Norma Rodriguez Acosta and Armando

Trejo Oliver
Santi is a quiet thinker. He loves to work with students in small groups and often
encourages them to express their thoughts and ideas. He collaborates well with his
peers and will help them move toward a common goal. He celebrates all students and
will work whole-heartedly with anyone and everyone. Ensuring that all students are
included and part of the class is important to him. He is a quiet soul, but his reach can
be felt far and wide.

Wellington Elementary School
Emerson Brown, student of Jen and Matt Brown

Emerson is a vibrant spirit in our community. Her enthusiasm and creativity bring
positivity to everyone around her, both classmates and adults alike. Emerson has a
strong moral compass that allows her the strength and peace of mind to stand up for
others and always do what is right. She is a leader and a loyal friend, someone who is
always looking out for others. Her leadership at Wellington is valuable beyond measure
and her kindness exceeds that.

Taylor Crane, student of Erin and Brian Crane

Taylor is a student that could be described as a ray of sunshine. She brings positivity
and kind thoughtfulness wherever she goes. Her enthusiasm in class for all subjects
bubbles over to other students, and Taylor has shown time and time again that she is
a leader. She paves a path for others through teaching and advocating for classmates
who need a helping hand. Our community is stronger by having Taylor be a part of it.

Westhill Elementary School
Malik Lopez-Terron, student of Antoinette Hollins and Jose Lopez-Terron

Malik has a strong sense of doing what is right. He will stand up and respectfully raise
his voice to direct others, and they listen. Malik is a confident leader who respectfully
reminds his peers to do the right thing. Malik takes responsibility for his own
education. He is very reflective about what happens and always treats everything as a
learning opportunity. Malik has the courage to have difficult conversations and will not
stand by when he has something to say.

Estella Simbulan Beldean, student of Laura Simbulan and Nick Beldean

Estella cares deeply for all people. She goes out of her way to think about others’
situations and purposes for their actions. She stands up if someone is not being
treated with respect and helps provide them with friendship and guidance, along with
strategies to see past the negativity. Estella asks others for their opinions and listens
even when she doesn’t agree. She simply responds with, “well that’s not what I believe/
think but that’s okay because we are who we are and that’s what is important.”

Woodin Elementary School
Hudson Becerril Geiger, student of Carly Becerril Geiger and Ruben Becerril

Moreno
Hudson stands out as a humanitarian because he sees the value in doing the right
thing. He is kind, a good friend and is always willing to help others when they need
it without even being asked. He stands up for his friends out at recess and has been
someone to call out unfairness in games. He is constantly wanting to do the right
thing, protect his classmates and wants everyone to feel welcomed.

Peyton Roach, student of Alycia and Travis Roach

Peyton embodies what a humanitarian is: she has a strong moral code, is kind and
thoughtful to everyone and always does what is right. She is wise beyond her years,
and cares deeply about others. She is always looking for ways to be of service to help
her peers, teachers and community. Peyton never has any hesitation in welcoming
others, leading by example or speaking up for herself. She truly is the definition of a
humanitarian.

Woodmoor Elementary School
Cora Brooks, student of Clare and Ryan Brooks

Cora is a great student She keeps her group on task with reminders that are positive
and encouraging. She actively and kindly helps lunch buddies clear their spots, even
when it is someone not at her table. She is always cheering on kids by saying “good
job” or “nice work” when a fellow student is recognized for something. She is quick to
lend a helping hand, especially with our lunch buddies from Ms. Woods’ classroom.
She is an amazing leader and true example of a humanitarian.

Cooper Vaughn, student of Sarah and Derek Vaughn

Cooper is a classroom and community leader. Whether it’s transitioning from his desk
to the carpet with speed and focus or being an effective listener, Cooper is always
demonstrating the Woodmoor SWIM traits. He is a great giver of compliments,
whether it is in the midst of playing a board game or giving positive and encouraging
feedback with laughter at a classmate’s funny joke or story during sharing time.
Cooper is very friendly and makes it a point to involve everyone.

Canyon Park Middle School

Olivia Asmann, student of Blythe and Christopher Asmann

Olivia is a self-starter, a leader, kind to everyone, well respected by all and is passionate
about school, video, politics and fairness. Olivia leads by example. Never one to boss
others, she is equally comfortable taking a leadership role or standing to the side
to watch others excel. She finds joy in helping others. When something interesting
happens, Olivia comes to Studio 118 with an idea to document it, photograph it and
share her vision of how to incorporate it into our bi-weekly video bulletins.

Mason Jackson, student of Angela and Charles Jackson

Mason’s ability to be friends with almost anyone is one of the greatest things about
him. When entering the classroom, he is the student that everyone appreciates. He is
kind, helpful and patient. He is able to work with most anyone and puts forth the effort
to make sure that everyone is not only accepted but included as an equal member of
the group. Mason cares deeply about his school community and he strives to make
Canyon Park a better place for all.

Kenmore Middle School
Jasmine Lozano, student of Jenny Soto-Serna and Fabian Lozano

Jasmine approaches all of her peers with a quiet dignity, innate kindness and
calmness that has helped her navigate her studies and go the extra mile in advocating
for students. She is a great communicator and genuinely listens to her peers. Jasmine
also goes the extra mile to make her peers feel at ease and feel like part of the
classroom community. She is a natural leader who approaches her responsibilities
with maturity and class.

Brisseida Robles, student of Ofelia Lopez and Carlos Robles

Brisseida is a very intuitive giving person. She often can tell when others are struggling
and she will connect with those students without hesitation. Brisseida has been an
incredible asset to the peer coaching program at KMS including being an advocate, as
well as training other peer coaches. However, her greatest gift is that her kindness and
acceptance extends beyond the classroom walls and into all areas of our school. She
will step in and help all of her peers in any situation.

Leota Middle School
Kurtis Lowe, student of Kari and John Lowe

Kurtis models a positive and inclusive mindset, genuinely cares and shows
compassion for others and asks questions to benefit the whole. As a basketball team
manager, Kurtis often was the first to arrive at the 7:00 a.m. practices, simply out of
his dedication and service to the team. He has a strong work ethic and is always a
friendly, nice and helpful person who exemplifies Leota’s pillars of respect, empathy
and effort.

Landry Wilkerson, student of Karen and Steven Ryan Wilkerson

Landry has a passion for learning and works hard to share what she’s learned with
those around her. She’s always one of the first to help struggling learners. Her attitude,
participation and modeling helps her teachers bring the learning to the whole class.
Additionally, Landry is kind, accepting, smart, diligent, cheerful, respectful of others, is
a great listener, and is a quiet and unassuming leader. She exemplifies Leota’s pillars
of respect, empathy and effort.

Northshore Middle School
Jordan Beidas, student of Sandra and Ford Smith II

Jordan beams with kindness, good character and care for others. He is always eager
to help and spreads positivity wherever he goes. Jordan speaks up for others, is
always considerate and sets an example for his peers. His humble, quiet leadership
makes every community he is part of a better place. His huge heart and generous
smile brighten the days of all who come into contact with him.

Natalia Canal, student of Ana Osorio and David Canal

Natalia is a compassionate, thoughtful and inclusive student leader. Natalia has a
smile that lights up the room and a heart that cares about everyone she meets. She
is quick to extend a helping hand to anyone who needs it. She is a quiet and humble
leader who stands up for what is right, supports her peers without hesitation and
models integrity and inclusivity. She is committed to making our school and world a
better place, and already does every day.

Skyview Middle School
Renata Filizola, student of Elda Yruegas and Aroldo Filizola

Renata is a phenomenal team member. She is consistently recognized by her peers
as a leader in projects and discussions, values the voices of others and encourages
participation and use of individual strengths to further the goal of the group. Renata
is often seen going out of her way to help others, through lending supplies or offering
help or encouragement. Her positive attitude is contagious. On a daily basis, Renata
has a friendly smile on her face, greeting both staff and peers with enthusiasm and
kind, positive words.

Katie Ross, student of Bree and Jarod Ross

Katie displays the traits of a true leader. She goes out of her way to help others in need
and has always been a leader in the classroom. Her teachers and peers describe her
as a: respectful, generous, patient, forgiving, joyful, committed, humble and selfless
student. Her positive attitude is a breath of fresh air on our campus, and she infects
others with her joyful attitude. She is a wonderful, young leader.

Timbercrest Middle School
Carter Johnson, student of Elizabeth and Tyler Johnson

Carter is a true humanitarian on campus and helps to make everyone feel like an
important member of the “pack”. He is patient, kind and a go-getter. His wonderful
sense of humor and positive attitude impacts the overall culture. Carter uses his voice
in a respectful manner and will oftentimes help others who might not feel comfortable
communicating. Teachers often remark about his strengths, especially when it comes
to inclusion.

Noor Khalidi, student of Hiddy Awwad and Ziad Khalidi

Noor exemplifies the quiet role model. Noor’s actions have reflected her selflessness
and desire to make her classrooms and school a more inclusive place. Each day is
an opportunity to make others feel that they belong and are included, whether in the
classroom, cafeteria, or through school service projects. Noor’s leadership is sincere
and positive, creating a feeling of teamwork wherein all members of the team are
heard and respected. Noor pushes herself to achieve her best, thus influencing others
to do the same by example.

Adult Transition Program
Ariana Drews, student of Konnie and David Drews

Ariana is an amazing individual. She is a very positive, inclusive and kind person.
Ariana not only makes sure that no one is left out, but will go out of her way to build
up and support those around her. She is a strong advocate for not only herself, but
for her peers, coworkers and community members. Ariana is constantly contributing
to the sense of community she fosters in any setting she joins through her bubbly
personality and positive attitude.

Emily Sanders, student of Steven Sanders

Emily has persevered through hardship and always comes to school with a smile
on her face. She is always willing to provide help and support students who have
significant challenges. She does so with genuine kindness. Emily is a helper by
nature and she understands people who struggle. She is a great example to other
students with her willingness to try her best and her ability to reach out to others with
compassion.

Bothell High School
Cooper Hayes, student of Stacy and Jon Hayes

Cooper is a servant leader who is active in ASB, and he works to include and impact
all students. Cooper has a strong sense of community as seen in his support of all
Bothell sporting events, drama performances, music events and club activities. Cooper
excels in his academics and is a multi-sport athlete. Cooper embodies community,
acceptance and advocacy for others in the classroom and on campus, as he works to
lift up his peers and make BHS a better place for everyone.

Ananya Kumar, student of Jansirani and Murugasanthana Kumar

Ananya is an amazing person who genuinely cares about her peers, actively
participates in school programs and welcomes and involves others. This year, Ananya
initiated the Student Ambassador program at BHS as a way to connect new students
who enroll midyear with current students. Ananya is bright, kind, empathetic, inclusive
and a true humanitarian. She works with Bothell’s Climate and Culture Committee to
create a positive school environment, as well as helped organize the Martin Luther
King Assembly at Westhill Elementary this year.

Inglemoor High School
Maya Oleynikova, student of Alexandra and Alex Oleynikova

Maya is a strong advocate for others on Inglemoor’s campus. She has set up dinners
and accompanied special needs students to IHS dances, making the experience
special for all students. She led her soccer team in dedicating their season to an ill
classmate, and serves as Inglemoor’s ASB President. Maya has a strong desire to
make everyone’s experience at IHS as positive as it can be, and does so with positive
enthusiasm that is contagious to others.

Osayi Stewart, student of Francis and Uyi Stewart

Osayi is remarkable with her ability to foster community, promote acceptance and
be an advocate for all. She went above and beyond to organize efforts and recognize
Hispanic Heritage month around our school. She serves as Black Student Union (BSU)
President and started a field trip to go to the African American Museum in Seattle and
made it accessible for all BSU’s in the District. She is an incredibly wonderful human
being to be around.

North Creek High School
Shakti Cross, student of Karen and Benjamin Quaynor

Shakti is a force for social justice and racial understanding. She was instrumental in
getting the North Creek Black Student Union really going after several years of trying.
She works tirelessly at building community and this year she has led professional
development about acceptance to not only those at North Creek but to the entire
District. Shakti is not afraid to speak her truth and she advocates for her peers and
especially for her peers who have been marginalized.

Justin Sim, student of Christine and Sam Sim

Justin is a quiet leader who thinks of others long before he thinks of himself. As an
ASB Officer, he has worked to build community at North Creek and is often the one
speaking up to make sure all students feel included. During the COVID-19 crisis, he
stepped up even further and took a major leadership role in making the NCHS ASB
Instagram feed a place of positivity and service to others. He is still quiet, but his
actions are bold and loud.

Northshore Networks
Easton Harrel, student of Cam and Donny Harrel

Easton is an incredibly friendly, hardworking and personable student who has broken
through many barriers to become the young man of character he is today. He fosters
collaboration and builds friendships and community in both his involvement with
Northshore Networks and his leadership role in the Bothell High School drama
program. Easton’s heart for issues of social justice, ability to bring out the best in
others, and love of people have set him up for a bright future in whatever area he
pursues.

Joshua Rosenbaum, student of Betsy and Brian Rosenbaum

Josh is an exceptional young man both academically and in his extra curricular pursuits.
From his job at the local YMCA to the time he commits to reffing hockey, Josh devotes his
energy into activities that better the community and himself. His heart for justice and his
community led Josh to apply and be accepted into the Police Explorer program - a first
step towards a bright future with the police force. Josh continues to grow as a leader in the
community.

Secondary Academy for Success
Adan Alspektor, student of Meredith Snyder

Adan has a consistent and sincere concern for faculty and peers. His politeness and
kindness are great examples for other students. Adan cares about his interactions with
his peers and the impression he leaves. He does not want to hurt anyone’s feelings
and he works hard at maintaining relationships. Adan seeks advice on how to handle
tough social situations so he treats everyone involved with compassion and dignity. He
is accepting of everyone and advocates for fair treatment of his peers.

Nizhoni Newman, student of Wenona Wilson and Turak Newman

Nizhoni is the kind of student who applies herself and consistently earns academic
recognition in all her classes. However, more significantly, she is a kind person, and
her thoughtfulness extends beyond her friend group. One teacher noted that Nizhoni’s
empathetic nature leads her to notice when her peers are struggling, and she never
hesitates to reach out and offer help. She has taken a leadership role at SAS to help
her peers understand social issues like Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and
Girls.

Woodinville High School
Max Fawell, student of Jessica Lipe and Kareem Fawell

Max approaches life with positivity and truly enjoys learning. He’s known for his
friendly greetings in the mornings. Max is a very humble student and has an enormous
amount of empathy for his fellow peers. He is a pure joy to have in class because he
always brings an upbeat energy that is contagious to everyone. Max is one of the most
respectful students, always with a smile and kind words.

Khadijah Siddiqui, student of Saima Rizvi and Tasleem Ahmed

Khadijah is an exceptional student. Words from her art teacher, explained that she
wants her artwork to bring awareness to the plight of Muslims all over the world,
especially the Uighurs in China. Her teachers have noticed her strong engagement
and thoughtful questions in class, noting she is a very bright, kind and hard-working
student. She always stays curious, dedicated and really cares about her learning. She
is such a beautiful ambassador for her faith and the teaching staff.

PAST RECIPIENTS
1989
Bethanie Austin
Jeff Bean
Nathanael Burke
Edward Cameron
Heather Cartmill
Vivian Chamberlain
Heather Collop
Kim Cox
John Davis
Sara Frahm
Justin Hartke
Rachel Hertzog
Ryan Hopkins
Renee Jensen
Erin Johnson
Kristin Johnson
Kevin Jussel
Colleen Kerwin
Erin Knutson
Robin Koolen
Ranie Lamb
Lynnelle Larson
Pat LeDoux
Katie Massengill
Gabe Mcfadden
Kristie Muller
Gretchen Olson
Lee Ann Pelton
Kendra Penski
Casey Reilly
Douglas Sherson
Rachel Tomco
Gretchen Walla
Michael Wojinski
DeAnna Yasuda
Sharon Yoon
Kevin Zatloukal
Jennifer Zorin
1990
Matthew Addie
Tara Armbruster
Glenn Ashmun
Drew Ayars
Scott Box
Jody Brown

Ruth Chou
Robyn Corcoran
Tony Cronin
Marsha Cuarisma
Juliana Dumas
Laurie Garrity
Echo Good
Jonathan Gray
Laura Jackson
Marin Johnson
Karina Kelley
Justin King
Stephanie Kress
Amy Lehtinen
Alexandra Little
Ian Little
Katie Miller
Melissa Morrisette
Mary Norwalk
Johawna Perry
Jesse Peters
Todd Roche
Chara Rydzak
T.J. Shefner
Keri Scalfati
Erik Strong
Ryan Suda
Becky Twitchell
Bich Vuong
Arne Wespestad
Eric Weyand
Charles Young
Sarah Zeman
1991
Robert Alvarez
Vicki Ashmun
Tara Belgessen
Greg Bennet
Colleen Berard
Valerie Bollinger
Chris Borm
Aaron Bowman
Jason Bruce
Jennifer Clark
Brandon Clayton
Leslie Coogan

Robyn Corcoran
Lea Cowles
Latosha Decker
Wendy Edwards
Miriam Galeana
Gretchen Gebauer
Chelsea Hanson
Steven Holm
Sarah Kline
Laura Klosterman
Lindsey Kulhanek
Becky Kurowski
Carmen Laponte
Chad Long
Nathan Lubetkin
Aimee Musseau
Beth Pingrey
Jana Rawsthome
Spencer Ryan
Ben Scannell
Rebekka Sjoquist
Jamie Strickland
Joshua Tobin
Caren Torrey
Ben Unguren
Brett Vandenberg
Dawn Vincent
Curtis Watkins
1992
Isaac Amondson
David Brumfield
Andrew Burnell
Ronnie Clariza
Alex Deakin
Kendra DeKay
Coby Dilling
Jimmy Disch
Meagan Dixon
Jennifer East
Tyler Fore
Everett Fowler
Jennifer Gadd
Marcie Garrity
Andrew Hanson
Lynda Haueter
Noel Hoover

Crystle Hyatt
Derek Jackman
Emily Jennings
Joanna Johnston
Marin Landis
Chelsea Leader
Ian Little
Ashli Lovitt
Michelle Muri
Hope O’Brien
Nicole O’Neill
Mark Rice
Larissa Ringger
Krist Rodal
Jon Schlegel
Rickie Schoentrup
Johnny Singer
Christina Strasser
Robby Swanson
Vanara Taing
Marcel Tam
Sara Taylor
Rachel Thomas
Kurt Trester
Juliana Weyand
1993
Dana Allen
Jeanne Allen
Heather Artman
Sarah Baker
Andy Bean
Marissa Bebee
Jeff Boesche
Katie Bogh
Mandy Box
Matt Brown
Katie Burton
Melanie Childers
Matt Cunningham
Alexis Davis
Paul Delany
Anna Denny
Sam Eastman
Emily Fife
Nikki Graf

Jessica Hansen
Johannah Hensel
David Holm
Khoa Huynh
Jennifer Iverson
Rajit Jain
Matty Johnson
Sharon Kim
Michelle Larson
Dave Martinsen
Rena Miller
Austen Mitchell
Ben Nelson
Tanner Nerrill
Matthew Parker
Jeff Pierce
Megan Piercy
Molly Powell
Trevor Reed
Yvette Reed
Dave Rettig
Amy Robert
Troy Schaffer
Tanya Smith
Tyler Smith
David Toone
Casey Walker
Tripp Williamson
1994
Danika Adams
David Baker
Chantil Benjamin
Jessica Bogh
Michael Boroughs
Jennifer Bosworth
Brian Carlson
Bryan Clark
Erin Connell
Jeff Culpepper
Joseph Doyle
Mitch Droz
Ben Fairchild
Laurel Gordon
Colson Griffith
Jordan Hanssen
Ryan Hendrickson
Jessica Hruby
Hope Jata
Brad Johnson

Joanna Johnston
Breanna Kelly
Brian Kertson
Amber Korneliussen
Emily Kurashige
Theresa Lacey
Ian Little
Michelle Lockhart
Mandy Machak
Shelly Martin
Gabriel Nochlin
Garcari
Kasey Oberg
Marta Olson
Josh Oncken
Annie Peterson
Megan Ratti
Luke Reeves
Megan Rubie
Rachael Smith
Matt Stuart
Amy Tsang
Jennifer Veentjer
Autumn Webster
Roses Wentz
Stephanie Witsil
Sonah Yoon
1995
Benjamin Isaac
Amondson
Vali Baboianu
Catherine Beal
Arielle Blum
Tiffany Bogdan
Julie Bordner
Grace Brown
Matthew Brown
Orlando Cano
Andrew Cartwright
Sara Celms
Ashleigh Clark
Michael Clemence
Erin Cornell
Michelle Dominique
Ken Droz
Allison Elder
Anna Maria Enfield
Andrea Erickson
Sarah Frazier

Reid Frederick
Joshua Gately
Emily Goodman
Karen Griego
Katie Hansen
Teela Hartsinck
David Howell
Marit Jensen
Zach Knowling
Quinn Larson
Tyler Law
Molly Maloney
Maria McCallisterHrab
Matt Melton
Allen Moore
Julie Mushta
Jeb Pavleas
Raymond Perkins
Michael Pierce
Erik Pygott
Haley Rippeteau
Bnan Ritchie
Nick Rogers
Brad Sheckler
Anthony Shulz
Melissa Stager
Crystal Starr
Stacey Sarro
Jeffrey Stombaugh
Kara Sweeney
Bethany Taber
Katherine Toone
1996
Jeanne Allen
Gennie Baker
Jalina Barber
Amy Bassett
Amy Bergstrom
Jared Blatterman
Quoc-Nam Cao
Vince Chisholm
Rachel Cleary
Lorri Defoor
Marie Doyle
Laura East
Shannon East
Kale Eckland
Eric Fergen

Brian Fouhy
Carrie Garrett
Sara Holzknecht
Matthew Jacobsen
Destri Keo
Ben Lawrence
Brian Linder
Heather Lounsbury
Annen Martin
DJ Morgan
Kumar Narayanan
Danyela Newton
Patrick Noland
Tammy Ng
Emily Ogura
Jeff Ost
Melissa Palacol
Devon Pakko
Kyle Pederson
Megan Payne
Danielle Perry
Christine Peterson
Kristin Pleasant
Allan Ponio
James A. Powell
Kelsey Richardson
Courtney Roland
Leslie Rossman
Rita Siemion
Lacey Stanton
Bianca Taylor
Charissa Thompson
Jeannie Tram
Peter Turner
Mika Wallenius
Andrea Winters
Jessica Yaholkovsky
Greg Young
1997
Felicity Abeyta
Brianne Anderson
Rodney Anderson
Keri Baker
Erin Bakke
Cara Beauregard
Mark Bradshaw
Rebecca Christian
Chris Denton
Matt Dyer

Jon Eastman
Michelle Eiseman
Tyler Forrest
Chanda Hall
Greg Hanshaw
Emily Hieber
Jason Heino
Jessica Helbock
Melanie Hill
Tom Hudson
Anna Jenkins
Richelle Jerez
Sowmya Joisa
B.J. Kim
Megan Lally
Shelly Martin
Shannon Meldrum
Kira Mesegee
Trent Neugebauer
Gabriel Nochlin
Ruth Olson
Stephanie Olson
Sandra Palo
Daniel Pope
Brill Redick
Chere Ripley
Tom Robertson
Todd Rubie
Andrea Sandvig
Miranda Savory
Vasa Seymour
Trina Singer
Scot Springberg
Allison Staley
Matthew Stanford
Dan Sullivan
Bryce Thomas
Stephen Veres
John Viet Vo
Maarit Wallenius
Amanda Wallulis
Ian Warner
Michelle Webster
Adrienne Wicklund
Steven Yang
Kelsey Young
1998
Kristina Abdo
Andrew Albrecht

Rachel Amondson
Caley Anderson
Paul Argites
James Arment
David Baisch
Niki Bart
Laura Bogh
Danielle Brinz
Greg Brown
Andrew Burnell
Amanda Carson
Marc Chappron
Ronnie Clariza
Mica Crisp
Carrie Daniels
Matthew Davis
Nathan Elmenhurst
Shalynna Elmore
Kelly Fernandez
Heather Flaherty
Josh Frankland
Andrew Gonder
Katherine Goodsell
Plinahe Guerreiro
Tommy Guinan
Chris Gumbs
Chelsea Hanson
Emily Hardin
Julie Hill
Shane Horan
Elizabeth Huizenga
Katie Lambo
Dale Landis
Jessica Larson
Chalea Lawrence
David Linders
Taylor Ludy
Jonathan Martino
Morgan Mellor
Trent Neugebauer
Shawna O’Hara
Gretchen Olson
Laura Osborn
Shelly Palmer
Kevan Petterson
Ward Plough
David Rettig
Kaitlin Roberts
Heidi Shoeman
Brooke Strong

Malloree Tarnowski
Amanda Thornton
Whitney Tyner
Katie Yandl
1999
Laceylyn Anderson
Tony Andrus
Kirsti Bayless
Victor Bjornsson
Brianne Bresolin
Amanda Buzard
Sarah Carter
Ryan Ceis
Scott Cherry
Nicky Chou
Hollis Crapo
Danny Dayton
Cory DeBardi
Maureen Driscoll
Jared Ebner
Elise Ewijk
Heather Feig
Sheena Gassler
Lisa Gode
Chelsea Gregersen
Brittany Hammer
Corey Hansen
Rachel Hatlen
Phillip Hughes
Matthew Jacobsen
Brian Javellana
Carl Jensen
Matthew Johns
Ricole Jones
Sean Jones
Tim King
Minal Kode
Haley Kushman
Michelle Lavesseur
Chelsea Leahy
Kirstin Leyh
Ian Little
Luke Lorenzini
Pearl Martin
Patrick McKenna
Tyler McKeon
Nina McMurry
Ashley Merrill
Mirjana Milosjevic

Sean Minty
Tiffany Nicholas
Connie Penry
Ryan Perry
Samuel Saleira
Agnes Seong
Margaret Shipe
Zach Shore
Ashley Smith
Joey Stivala
Rebecca Stombaugh
Tiffani Trueman
Kristin Urban
Matthew Wall
Palmer Weaver
Mitzi Yerrick
Katie Zagroba
Sara Zier
2000
Caitlin Adkins
Kylee Ailene Olson
Paul Argites
Karlie Bannister
Megan Bannister
Shanell Borromeo
Jeffrey Boschler
Alana Celia
Doug Cherry
Rebecca Christian
Zachary Cooper
Joel Cortez
Russell Croy
Allison Dawe
Lauryn Ernster
Ellen Fissel
Margaret Frazier
Jeremy Goodman
Amanda Guarascio
Christian Guzman
Brittny Hamill
Sarah Hanika
Andrea Hartford
Samatha Herzog
Kendra Hughbanks
Kara Johnson
Mitchell Johnson
Kathleen Keifer
Jackie Kirsch
Sarah Lackie

Tyler Lawson
Christina Liang
Brian Lohr
Megan Lombard
Ella Mahler
Matthew Marriott
Casey McBride
Bryan McNeilly
David McNicoll
Jenna Melanson
Bennett Moriarty
Ruth Olson
Lauren Pelton
Kiani Pineiro-Hall
Valerie Poe
Justin Potts
Rosemary Potts
Rudy Ruiz
Tyler Schexnayder
Evan Seitz
Joy Severin
Tara Spain
Tyler Thomason
David Trujullo
Jennifer Ugale
Amanda Wallulis
Laurel Wells
Ashley Wick
Jessica Wolf
David Yushchuk
2001
Angelo Altavas
Rene Arriola
Kelsey Jo Baines
Brian Bauer
Danica Bell
Sheila Bijoor
John Broetje
Brennan Brown
Danielle L. Brown
Brennan Carter
Maura Corroone
Kyle Costa
Theresa Crompton
Sergio Cueva
Matthew Davis
Ashley Diaz
Whitney Dilling
Jonathon Duncan

Sarah Ena
Anna Marie Enfield
Rebecka English
Jessica Feller
Michael Ferrante
Carolyn Gombotz
Andrew Gondor
Jennifer Green
Karen Green
Andy Hampson
Kamarie Heagney
Bryce Heath
Jennifer Jensen
Hannah Jones
Jeremy A. Kaiser
Lauren Kebely
Ashley Kees
Matthew Keller
Vassily Kutyavin
Maria Lambo
Wayne Lichty
Ferris Lupino
Annie Maas
Nicole Malkandi
Derek Mclalwain
Joseph McNeely
Hiromu Mimori
Katie Mora
Sacha Nunn
Shea Packard
Christine Pitawanich
Allan L. Randell-Chen
Emily Rendahl
Kelsey Ricker
Josephine Roy
Dustin Rutledge
Mandy Sakamoto
Stephanie Senescall
Onida Leigh Sheets
Lauren Smoot
Frank Spadafora
Robbie Thornton
Katherine Townsend
Palmer Weaver
Melissa Anne
Wennberg
Jon Westlake
2002
Annie Aeschbacher

Anthony Arena
Amy Auf der Springe
Melissa Bailey
Mitra Barahimi
Nick Berard
Kate Berry
Kira Bottles
Evan Britten
Ashley Christie
Laura Carlson
Christopher Clogston
Bobby Collins
Lauren Crawford
Betsy Darling
Sima Desai
Amanda Dishman
Alexander Doctor
Teja Dyamenahalli
Amanda Evans
Sarah Frazier
John Fouhy
Gabe Groen
Elizabeth Hajjar
Teela Hammond
Deanna Hendrickson
Ashley Holte
Albe Horswill
Samantha Hughes
Randall Jex
Bridget Kennedy
Anna Kochanski
Leigh Kim
Jonathan Kull
Jason Langsev
Luke Larson
Ryan Mackenzie
Ramana Marshalla
Katie Mathes
Tyler McManigal
Ricardo Molina
Brandon Mooney
Austin Murphy
Calvin Nettleton
Cathy Osborne
Andrew Palmer
Micah Patashnik
Mary Pelto
Colton Powell
Cameron Price
Christina Rasor

Kyle Retan
Megan Shih
Max Shipley
Farrell Schultz
Jensen Smith
David Spencer
Jeanette Stager
Shannon Steed
Cody Thayer
Stefanie Watson
Christina Marie
Wheatley
Trent Williams
Rachelle Whitney
Amy Wyatt
2003
Anthony Arena
Joseph Balazic
Kyle Bartlow
Chloe Beaty
Aman Berry
Shanell Borromeo
Scott Bulger
Audrey Bridges
Ashton Burris
Kristina Buus
Todd Campbell
Jessica Cantua
Emily Carlson
Samantha Clark
Andy Christianson
Mark Cochran
Alan Dayton
Enna Denisiuk
Chris Denton
Daniel Eisman
Sarah Ena
Mackenzie Freed
RC Grimes
Devin Hackett
Madelyn Hamilton
Keiry Helton
Elizabeth Hjjar
Nataliya
Iyerusalimets
Joel Jensen
Hailey Jewett
Krystal Johnson
Marissa Jones

Trevor Jones
Kelsey Keogh
Ellen Kim
Paige Kimball
Heather Kimak
Kaycie Lopez-Jones
Anne Mitchell
Alexander Mock
Alicia Morford
Jade Norwakowski
David Perez
Leah Perrault
Joy Severin
Caitlin Shehi
Cleveland Steward
Ian Schultz
Nicole Thunem
Tyler Thomason
Aaron Toves
Steven Vargas
Anthony Waters
Darien Watson
Ryan Wilson
2004
Riley Adams
Whitney Alderson
Ben Arriola
Joshua Begin
Anthony Bellows
Mattie Bly
Julie Cleveland
Mary Coughlin
Alex Demarest
Emily Dietrich
Whitney Dilling
Kylur Ducotey
Kia Dunann
Corbin Elliott
Sarah Ena
Rebecca English
Adrien Fletcher
Maxx Forde
Jasmine Foruzani
Seth Harbol
Luke Hector
Keanan Helton
Grace Horiatis
Annie Hornung
Holly Irvin

Kaitlyn Ivory
Connor Jones
Nick Jones
Jeremy Kaiser
Christine Kendall
Rachel Killinger
Maia Kreis
Ryan Lewis
Teresa Lohr
Maya Marder
Kennan Miller
Danika Mowery
Alexandra NicaGolumbu
John Norberg
Jason Nurmi
Alex Plozin
Chloe Puff
Steven Rasor
Shayla Robinson
William Rogers
Mariko Sandico
Joy Sayegh
Sierra Schwabenland
Kenya Shumaker
Kristie Slattengren
Alex Smith
Sarah Smith
Josh Snyder
Katie Sullivan
Martina Tam
Jeremy Tenorio
Camilla Trenerry
Ashley Tuiasosopo
Kyle Ryan
Tyler Britton Vavra
Joe Wagner
Mary Westlake
Noel White
Candace Whitney
Katie Wilkison
Madeline Young
2005
Annie Aeschbacher
Chloe Albin
Ethan Armfield
Eline Ashby
Amanda Barwick
Sam Billett

Tonya Bryant
Sienna Burnett
Jarrod Carver
Jae Choi
Joseph Cobb
Rebecca Cohrs
Ian Crombie
Tava Dawson
Christian DeKay
Chris DiRe
Joslyn Douglas
Leigh Douglas
Rebecca Eskildsen
Heather Flaherty
Chloe Freed
Priyanka Gautom
Daniel Gephart
Dallas Gossselin
Ben Hagedorn
Jennifer Hagedorn
Casey Hamlin
Zach Hemming
Carly Hood
Daniel Howard
Katie Hungerford
Terrance Johnson
Mika Jones
Elise Kalstad
Sarah Keo
Ryan Klee
Chris Komo-Bond
Caylen LedouxTrunball
David Linders
Dennis Luong
Lauren Moen
Javier Muro
Lisa Murphy
Sean Murphy
Rachel Ohrenschall
Andy Palmer
Katherine Palmer
Michael Phillips
Kyle Riley
Nikki Saban
Joy Severin
Tiona Shaw
Micah Sherman
Jordan Shrodes
Marcus Simpson

Colin Stapleton
Mark Swanson
Gail Tamura
Lindsey Thomas
Erica White
Alicia Wilkins
Sean Williams
Ben Yee
Rebekah You
Brandy Yuckert
Glen Zinck
2006
Larissa Ashby
Charles Atkinson
Madison Babb
Richie Bailey
Tyler Beahan
Hannah Billett
Adam Boase
Rachel Borsini
Faith Brooks
Erika Burns
Julia Carlstad
Mary Cochran
Kelsie Coles
Carly Dodson
Shahaela Doyle
Nickolas Duby
Sofie Elliott
Nicole Elmore
Jenny Foote
Corinne Galovin
Jonathan Goldberg
Nicholas Goodman
Dallas Graham
Madelyn Hamilton
Hannah Hansen
Alyssa Henniger
Samantha Rose Hill
Sarah Hubert
Joy Irvin
Clark Jensen
Austin Johnson
Garrett Kamien
Andrew Kemis
Hy Khong
Alex Lazear
Tiffany Lim
Tiffany Liu

BriElle Lybbert
Scott Lyons
Larissa Maninger
Carissa McAdams
Ryan McCartan
Ashley Meek
Kevin Miller
Darek Monaco
Brian Moran
Bailey Moritz
Josh PapineauHowards
Betsy Pinney
Katie Powell
Reagan Quigley
Karin Redden
Carolyn Richards
Kyle Riley
Deepak Sharma
Madeline Smith
Alexis Thode
Tyler Thompson
Herman Tung
Ulises Valencia
Colton Van Brenk
Nicholas VanWay
Dane Vedda
Tenetta Walker
Calla Ward
Antony Wyrick
2007
Dianelle Annecston
Dylan Arrowood
Hamed Barahimi
Riley Bayless
Leslie Bigelow
Nate Billett
Conner Brueske
Kyra Burke
Ryan Burnham
Eric Chamberlin
Charlie Chittenden
Kaitlyn Corwin
Frances Coughlin
Molly Donohue
Rebeca Ducharme
Jessie Duncan
Mason Ellis
Karli Engelbrecht

Alice Evered
Katherine Evered
Danielle File
Stephen Fleischacker
Brittany Geis
Cameron Gleed
Chase Golka
Mary Green
Erika Gwinn
Iman Habib
Jessica Hale
Mark Harbol
Scout Heck
Bonnie Ho
Brody Hovater
Zoe Iida
Harry JenningsRamirez
Caleb Johnson
Caleb Johnson
Shafina Khaki
Jon Kirchner
Heather LaRoux
June Lee
Michael Lewis
Rocio Luna
Jamie Marks
Nikole Matson
Trevor McNamara
Megan McShane
Jackson Murphy
Susan Nguyen
Indiana Nikel
Migley Ocampo
Kira Olsen
Katie Powell
Erik Reiner
Kyle Riley
Kaili Sandico
Hannah Schoen
Kavita Shah
Gillian Soane
Joshua Stewart
Ben Stratton
Melissa Thatcher
Jamey Thomas
Beau Trim
Justin Walcker
Keeley Walsh
Sarah Wyatt

2008
Chloe Albin
Emily Armstrong
Rene Arriola
Cristalle Barnard
Chrissy Baumgartner
Katie Bower
Madeline Brooks
Tyler Brown
Emily Burgess
Emily Burns
Mackenzie Campbell
Tucker Cholvin
Katie Engelbrecht
Maxx Forde
James Fu
Alex Li-Green
Mollie Hansen
Hannah Hunt
Ivan Idro
Yvonne Idro
Kara Irvin
Tait Jensen
Bryna Joseph
Grant Kamien
Dua Khan
Jacob King
Sam Landmann
Kristina Lebakken
Jade Lee
Kellen Leonard
Elizabeth Lively
Ashley Marshall
Ellen McCleerey
Michelle McKay
Audrey Morgan
Kalei Munsell
Helen Nguyen
Macklin Ohnemus
Rachel Ohrenschall
Isabella Ollestad
Karina Ortiz
Willem Panasky
Joseph Peterson
Ashley Phillipps
Rebecca Potter
Karley Quibilan
Martha Quigg
Janie Reid
Kathleen Reina

Alison Rowley
Taylor Rubart
Matt Scheid
Evan Seitz
Taven Shumaker
Blake Slattengren
Molly Stinson
Jacob Straus
Lindsey Thomas
John Thornburg
Katherine Turk
Kurt Wagner
Erica White
Matthew Williamson
Karina Woodruff
Jay Wyrick
Savannah Youmans
2019
Sophia Anderson
Izzy Antrosio
Tanya Bhandari
Clare Brett
Gabby Bower
Matthew Brueckner
Natalie Carroll
Cailyn Choi
Seneca Cipra
Zoey Davis
Emilie Desilet
Bailey Downing
Ritul Dwivedi
Meme Ferreira
Lilia Fiorda
Wyatt Ford
Macy Gans
Julia Gonzalez
Leah Hampton
Kiara Headlee
Lily Hines
Evan Holmes
Shea Hoogerwerf
Isabel Hylton
Trinity Jackson
James Johnson
Owen Jones
Joshua Jules Perez
Namrata Kanakapally
Juliana Kirby
Stephanie Klier

John Koutelieris
Michael Little
Amari Love
Henry Magallon
Shelby Maxwell
Lauren Morris
Teddy Nadeau
Allie Nguyen
Nathaniel Omli
Diego Palomera Curiel
Reese Phelps
Sava Powell
Angelika Prabhu
Berlin Roberts
Casey Rodgers
Jackelin Rodriguez
Alvarez
Myles Roland
Daniela Roys Romero
Serrein Sabbah
Neha Sankarkumar
Eshwar Sathiyamoorthy
Elena Schoonover
Ameen Seid
Ryan Shipley
Caitlin Smith
Sarah Stark
Dede Stewart
Paige Stewart
Tucker Taplett
Paige Theel
Hannah Urey
Karlie Vince
Matthew Vo
Bennett Wallace
Kianoosh Washburn
Kealia Webster
Alex Zhou

Special Thank You
Northshore Schools Foundation
Northwest Trophy & Awards, Inc.

